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A secret destiny. Power-obsessed demons. The hunt begins.Fiona Farrow is ignoring her destiny.
She has no interest in guarding the Sacred Scrolls from the evil Shadow Order; not after the same
job took her parents away. But when a powerful demon mage from the Shadow Order steals one of
the Sacred Scrolls and starts hunting down Protectors of Light, Fiona will have to put on her magical
suit of armor and face her fears. If she doesnâ€™t, the Shadow Order will destroy humanity and
banish Fiona to an obscure dimension for the rest of her nightmarish eternity. Sacred Light is the
first book in the Armor of Magic series of gripping, supernatural Urban Fantasy novels. If you're a
fan of Linsey Hall and Ella Summers, or if you just enjoy kick-ass heroines who face down demons,
vampires, and shifters, you'll love Sacred Light.What are readers saying about Sacred Light:"From
start to finish I could not put this book down!""Amazing writing, character development and
plot.""Simone Pond delivers yet another book that makes me so relieved that it is just the beginning
of a series because I don't want it to end!"Buy Sacred Light and join Fiona's quest today!The Armor
of Magic SeriesSacred Light - Book 1Rising Light - Book 2Edge of Light - Book 3 For updates on
new releases, sign the mailing list at simonepond.comVisit Simone's Author Page for more book
titles.
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Let me start this out by saying I have realized that the New Adult genre is one of my least favorite
genres. I was not going to let this deter me in my reading, especially since I had grown so fond of
this author's work (side note: If you haven't, get The New Agenda series now while you are at it!).
Sacred Light blew me out of the water! I would have to say it is easily one of my favorites--if not my
favorite--of this genre. The New Adult genre is notorious for having a masculine buff man, a virginal
woman (while this book has it, it mocks it in a sense), tons of unnecessary swears, and usually
abuse of some kind. I realize this is urban fantasy as well--a genre I love--so it balanced the tropes
of each genre really nicely and faced them head on with a unique spin in lieu of giving into every
single stereotype that comes along with it.Sacred Light follows our young protagonist Fiona Farrow.
She is recently turned twenty-one and upon this age she is expected to follow her destiny to
become a Protector of Light. Fiona is a bit stubborn--like her mother and grandmother before
her--and would rather pursue a normal career instead of facing her destiny...in spite of a super sexy
guide Ezra coming to her to constantly remind her that she needs to stop playing in the human
world and to take her destiny serious.Through her journey in this book, Fiona finds out things about
her best friend that she is completely shocked by, she uncovers a huge story at her investigative
journalist job, and also encounters a super sexy contractor, Asher, who she is determined to lose
her virginity to! That and the two of them both have a mutual attraction to each other, but there is
something greater that is keeping them apart. No spoilers!

Like a lot of people that use I read the reviews of any book before I buy it. Perhaps ,unlike most
people , I always start with the "1 star" reviews and work my way up. That said let me clear up a
couple of points before I make my review; 1. I actually bought this book. It was not given to me in
exchange for anything. 2. I have never met Simone Pond. 3. I have been a huge fan of Ms. Ponds
writing since I read the her 4 book series "The New Agenda" and my reviews of those books clearly
show my appreciation of her writing. 4. I NEVER do reviews as a "favor" and I ALWAYS try to be as
honest and forthright as possible in all of my reviews! 5. My favorite forms of books are most often in
the dystopian/end of the world kind of story . Less favorite to me are the "urban fiction" format. Truth

be told I didn't even know that that genre of fiction even existed before I bought this book. I bought it
solely because I like Ponds writing. There , I feel better .Sacred Light is really fun book. If you want
plot synopsis they are available in other reviews so I am not going to spend much time with that.
The primary characters are either members of the Millennial generation or denizens of a magical
world of demons, vampires, fairies etc.. None of which I understand much.There is Fiona our
heroine ..just turned 21 and full of sexual tension regarding her virginity and the loss of same. Yep
she is a girl and she wants to get laid. Now in most any other book that sort of presumption would
be just fine IF it was a guy. Score one for Ms. Pond in allowing her female character to have the
same kind of drama in her life .. ya' know like all the guys in all the books . This is a book written , in
first person, from a female perspective.
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